local political and administrative realities was played out in a num of settings on a number of issues.
Taggart cites OYP's attempt to improve the Summer Youth Employme Program (SYEP) äs one of his most illuminating confrontations with t CETA delivery System.  "Summer Enrichment," äs it came to be known, an important component of Taggart1s strategy for using knowledge development to influence the quality of youth programs. As is clear from Tables 2 and 3, SYEP accounted (and still does) for a large Proportion of both outlays and participants in federal youth employm programs.  Since the mid-1960s, it had come to be regarded cynically politicians and administrators largely äs an income support program in the language of the street, "fire insurance."
Taggart's approach was to focus on developing better Jobs for th summer program and adding an educational component.  "In the first round, we tried to rewrite the program requirements to include bette monitoring of Jobs and an education component, assuming that if we asked for them and made it explicit in evaluation requirements we wo get it. We completely misjudged the capacity of prime Sponsors. Wh we discovered was that there was rot at the bottom of the pyramid. Problem was bad management; they wouldn't have known how to do it ev if they had wanted to. So we put some discretionary money behind it got some intermediäries involved in creating and implementing progra and focused on the Problem of poor management at the local level. O time, we began to see results.  But the problem was that we wasted a year finding out that the delivery System couldn't respond to the demands we were putting on it."
The problem of local management capacity also surfaced in a YIEP where MDRC was required to make heavy demands on local prime Sponsor to implement a specialized Information System to track entitlement participants, and in the Implementation of the Standard Assessment System, where prime Sponsors and other administrators of discretiona projects often balked at the additional effort required to administe the complex battery of Instruments. Taggart's approach to both the political entrepreneurship and management capacity Problems was to r heavily on external support staff and intermediaries both to buffer from political pressure and to deliver much-needed advice.
The Policy System
The policy System posed another set of problems.  Taggart's strategy of creating an extensive network of external organizational alliances also meant that it had to be consulted, reinforced, and accommodated. The major problem with asking for advice from your constituents, of course, is that you often get it. And, more often than not, it comes in the form of contradictory messages.
The most prominent example of consultation was the Conference he in October 1978, convened by the Brandeis center, at Reston, Virgini The Conference occurred early in the development of the knowledge development process, a year after the passage of YEDPA.  Its nominal purpose was to bring the research and development organizations

